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Abstract
Wepresent a parallel algorithm for recognizing and representing a proper interval graph inO(log2 n) timewithO(m+n) processors
on the CREW PRAM, where m and n are the number of edges and vertices in the graph. The algorithm uses sorting to compute
a weak linear ordering of the vertices, from which an interval representation is easily obtained. It is simple, uses no complex data
structures, and extends ideas from an optimal sequential algorithm for recognizing and representing a proper interval graph [X.
Deng, P. Hell, J. Huang, Linear-time representation algorithms for proper circular-arc graphs and proper interval graphs, SIAM J.
Comput. 25 (2) (1996) 390–403].
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1. Introduction
An interval graph is a graph such that every vertex can be associated with an interval on the real line so that two
vertices are adjacent exactly when their intervals intersect. The set of intervals is an interval representation of the
interval graph. Interval graphs model many problems involving a linear order and they have applications in operations
research [12], partially ordered sets [9], archeology, DNA sequencing, ﬁle organization, psychology, and scheduling
[11,21]. Furthermore, most well known NP-complete graph problems can be solved on interval graphs in polynomial
time [18].
An interval graph can be recognized in O(m + n) time with a variety of algorithms [3,7]. (Throughout the paper, m
and n are the numbers of edges and vertices in a graph, respectively.) There is a fully dynamic algorithm that maintains
a representation of an interval graph in O(n log n) time per edge insertion or deletion [15].
A proper interval graph is an interval graph that has an interval representation where no interval is properly contained
in another. Proper interval graphs arise naturally in applications such as DNA sequencing [14]. A graph is a proper
interval graph if and only if it is an interval graph with no induced subgraph isomorphic to the claw, which is the graph
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K1,3 consisting of one vertex adjacent to three pairwise non-adjacent vertices [23]. Golumbic [11] and McKee and
McMorris [21] discuss both of these graph classes in the context of perfect graphs and intersection graphs, respectively.
A proper interval graph can be recognized and its straight enumeration (deﬁned below) can be constructed inO(m+n)
time [6,8]. The algorithm byDeng et al. [8] incrementally constructs a straight enumeration if one exists, bymaintaining
the straight enumeration of a connected subgraph and inserting the graph’s vertices one by one. The algorithm and data
structure in [8] were extended to obtain a fully dynamic algorithm that maintains a straight enumeration of a proper
interval graph [14]. This algorithm runs in O(log n) time per edge insertion or deletion and O(d+ log n) time per vertex
insertion or deletion, where d is the degree of the vertex.
Our parallel algorithm for recognizing and representing a proper interval graph also extends the algorithm and data
structure in [8]. It uses a procedure that merges the straight enumerations of two connected proper interval graphs G
and H such that there is at least one edge between them; the procedure rejects (halts with a reject message) if the merged
graph G ∪ H is not a proper interval graph. The procedure computes a weak linear ordering of the vertices of G ∪ H
by sorting based on an ordering relation on the vertices. This weak linear ordering is exactly the straight enumeration
of G ∪ H , provided G ∪ H is a proper interval graph.
There are a few parallel algorithms to recognize interval graphs and proper interval graphs on the PRAM (parallel
random access machine) model of parallel computation, which is EREW (exclusive-read exclusive-write) or CREW
(concurrent-read exclusive-write) or CRCW(concurrent-read concurrent-write) [5,16].An algorithm for interval graphs
uses PQ-trees to decide whether the graph has a clique path; it runs in O(log2 n) time with O(m+ n) processors on the
CRCW PRAM [19]. An algorithm for proper interval graphs tests whether the graph’s augmented adjacency matrix
has the consecutive ones property; it runs in O(log2 n) time with O(n3) processors on the CRCW PRAM [4]. Another
algorithm that tests the consecutive ones property runs in O(log2 n) time with O(n + m log log n/ log n) processors
on the CRCW PRAM [2]. This algorithm is complicated and moreover it depends on a complicated algorithm for
triconnected components [10], which in turn depends on algorithms for ear decomposition, st-numbering, biconnected
components, and connected components.
Our parallel algorithm recognizes and represents a proper interval graph inO(log2 n) timewithO(m+n)processors on
the CREW PRAM. It is simple, direct, and uses only standard parallel algorithms, in particular, connected components,
tree contraction, and sorting. The algorithm constructs the straight enumeration of a connected proper interval graph G
by successively merging the straight enumerations of pairs of connected subgraphs of G, until the straight enumeration
of the entire graph is constructed.
In Section 2, we review relevant results from [8,14]. In Section 3, we present the parallel algorithm for recognizing
and representing a proper interval graph.
2. Proper interval graphs: theorems and algorithms
In this section, we review properties of proper interval graphs and relevant results from [8,14]. Let G= (V ,E) be a
graph. For every U ⊆ V , G〈U〉= (U,E〈U〉) is an induced subgraph of G, where E〈U〉={{u, v} ∈ E(G) | u, v ∈ U}.
A graph is chordal (or triangulated) if it has no induced cycle of length greater than 3, or equivalently, if for every cycle
of length greater than 3, there is an edge joining two non-consecutive vertices of the cycle. The graph classes of proper
interval graphs, interval graphs, and chordal graphs are hereditary: if G is in the class, then every induced subgraph
of G is in the same class. We also have the containment relations {proper interval graphs} ⊂ {interval graphs} ⊂
{chordal graphs}.
2.1. Theorems for proper interval graphs
For v ∈ V , its neighborhood is N(v)= {u | {u, v} ∈ E} and its closed neighborhood is N [v] =N(v)∪ {v}. We say
u is related to v if and only if N [u] = N [v]. This deﬁnes an equivalence relation on V and each equivalence class is a
block of G. Thus, each block is a complete subgraph of G and two blocks are either completely adjacent (every vertex
of one is adjacent to every vertex of the other) or completely non-adjacent (no vertex of one is adjacent to any vertex
of the other). Two blocks A and B of G are adjacent or neighbors if they are completely adjacent. To remove some
ambiguities in [8], we deﬁne every block to be adjacent to itself. A straight enumeration of G is a linear ordering  of
the blocks of G such that for every block, its neighbor blocks are consecutive in .
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Theorem 1 (Deng et al. [8]). A graph G is a proper interval graph if and only if G has a straight enumeration.
Moreover, a connected proper interval graph has a unique straight enumeration, up to reversing the order of the
blocks.
Corollary 2 (“The umbrella property” Looges and Olariu [20]). Let G be a connected proper interval graph with
straight enumeration . Let A,B,C be blocks of G that appear in this order in . If A is adjacent to C, then B is
adjacent to both A and C.
In light of Theorem 1, the following terms and data structure were deﬁned in [14]. If a proper interval graph is
connected, its unique straight enumeration is called a contig. A contig cannot have exactly two blocks, or else the graph
would be complete and thus have only one block, a contradiction. A contig’s ﬁrst and last blocks are end-blocks and its
other blocks are inner-blocks. A contig (B1, B2, . . . , Bk) is represented by the following data structure. Each vertex is
labeled with the name of the block containing it. Each block Bi is labeled with its size, which is the number of vertices
in Bi , and with left and right far pointers, which point to the farthest neighbor blocks on the left and right of Bi . (The
data structure in [14] has other pointers that we do not need.)
The algorithm in [8] recognizes a proper interval graph G by inserting the vertices of G one by one into a connected
subgraph of G, whose contig is maintained. The algorithm in [14] maintains a contig of each connected component of
G, as vertices and edges are inserted and deleted. Both of these algorithms use the following results, which examine
the insertion of a new vertex into a proper interval graph.
Let G be a proper interval graph and let v be a vertex not in G. Let B be a block of G. We say v and B are adjacent
if v is adjacent to at least one vertex of B, fully adjacent if v is adjacent to all vertices of B, and partially adjacent if v
is adjacent to some, but not all, vertices of B.
The following lemma follows directly from Proposition 4.1 in [8]. (In [14], this lemma has a fourth part that we do
not need.)
Lemma 3 (Hell et al. [14]). Let G be a connected proper interval graph with contig C= (B1, B2, . . . , Bk) and let v
be a vertex not in G. Let Bi1 , Bi2 , . . . , Bij , i1 < i2 < · · ·< ij , be the blocks of G adjacent to v. If G + v is a proper
interval graph, then the following hold:
1. Bi1 , Bi2 , . . . , Bij are consecutive in C.
2. If j3, then v is fully adjacent to each of Bi2 , . . . , Bij−1 .
3. If v is adjacent to exactly one block Bi1 of G, then Bi1 is an end-block of C.
A contig C of G deﬁnes a weak linear order on the vertices of G: x<Cy if x’s block is to the left of y’s block, and
x=Cy if x and y are in the same block. Suppose that G′ is a supergraph of G with contig C′. We say that C′ restricted
to G is a reﬁnement of C if either (a) x<Cy implies x<C′y for any vertices x, y or (b) x<Cy implies x>C′y for any
vertices x, y.
Lemma 4 (Hell et al. [14]). Let G be a connected proper interval graph with contig C and let v be a vertex not
in G. Suppose G + v is a connected proper interval graph with contig C′. Then C′ restricted to G is a reﬁnement
of C.
We repeat some observations from [14] about a block B of G. If v is not adjacent to B, then B is a block of G + v.
If v is partially adjacent to B, then B ∩ N(v) and B − N(v) are blocks of G + v. If v is fully adjacent to B, then B or
B ∪ {v} is a block of G + v.
Corollary 5 (Hell et al. [14]). Let G be a connected proper interval graph with contig C and let v be a vertex not in
G. Suppose G + v is a connected proper interval graph with contig C′. If v is partially adjacent to block B of G, then
B ∩ N(v) and B − N(v) are consecutive blocks in C′.
Since our parallel algorithm repeatedly merges the contigs of two connected proper interval graphs, the following
result will be important.
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Corollary 6. Let G1 and G2 be vertex-disjoint connected proper interval graphs with contigs C1 and C2. Suppose
G1 ∪G2 is a connected proper interval graph with contigC′. ThenC′ restricted to G1 (respectively,G2) is a reﬁnement
of C1 (respectively, C2).
2.2. A sequential algorithm for proper interval graphs
The DHH (Deng, Hell, and Huang) algorithm [8] recognizes a proper interval graph and constructs its straight
enumeration in O(m + n) time. The DHH algorithm inserts the vertices of G one by one into a connected subgraph
of G (whose contig is maintained) until all vertices are inserted or the algorithm detects that G is not a proper interval
graph.
Let H be a connected proper interval graph and let v be a vertex not in H that has at least one neighbor in H. The
main part of the DHH algorithm is an incremental algorithm that given the contig of H, either constructs the contig of
H + v or rejects because H + v is not a proper interval graph. Since H + v is an induced subgraph of G, the hereditary
property implies that if H + v is not a proper interval graph, then G is not a proper interval graph. We review this
incremental algorithm since our parallel algorithm is an extension of it.
Let C= (B1, B2, . . . , Bp) be the contig of H. Assume v and the blocks of H adjacent to v satisfy all three conditions
of Lemma 3; otherwise, the algorithm rejects. Let v be fully adjacent to precisely Bl, Bl+1, . . . , Br . We describe the
case 1< l < r <p; the other cases are similar. Let a = l − 1 and c = r + 1. Then Ba and Bc are not adjacent [8]. Let b
be the largest index such that Ba and Bb are adjacent and let d be the smallest index such that Bd and Bc are adjacent.
Deng, Hell, and Huang show that the following procedure either constructs the contig of H + v or rejects because
H + v is not a proper interval graph.
Verify b<d and reject if it fails. Then a <b<d <c [8].
Case 1: v is adjacent to Ba or Bc.
If v is adjacent to Ba , then split Ba into Ba − N(v) and Ba ∩ N(v) in this order, and add block {v} after Bb. If v is
adjacent to Bc, then split Bc into Bc ∩N(v) and Bc −N(v) in this order, and add block {v} before Bd . If v is adjacent
to both Ba and Bc, then verify b + 1 = d (which means these instructions coincide) and reject if it fails.
Case 2: v is adjacent to neither Ba nor Bc.
If there existsBj , b < j <d, adjacent toBl andBr , thenBj is unique [8]; replaceBj with blockBj ∪{v}. Otherwise,
let w>d be the largest index such that Bl and Bw are adjacent and let u<b be the smallest index such that Bu and
Br are adjacent. Then bw<ud [8]. Verify w + 1 = u and reject if it fails. Add block {v} between Bw and Bu. (A
block must be adjacent to itself in order for w and u to be deﬁned in every case; this is not explicit in [8].)
The incremental algorithm runs in O(d) time, where d is the number of neighbors of v in H [14]. Observe that v has a
unique insertion place in the contig of H. Furthermore, if we know v is fully adjacent to precisely Bl, Bl+1, . . . , Br and
we know the adjacency relationships between v and Ba and Bc, then we can ﬁnd v’s insertion place (without actually
inserting v) in O(1) time with one processor, as follows.
The far right pointer of Ba points to Bb and the far left pointer of Bc points to Bd . In Case 1, we ﬁnd v’s insertion
place in O(1) time. In Case 2, Bj exists if and only if the far right pointer of Bl and the far left pointer of Br point to
the same block, which is Bj . If Bj does not exist, then the far right pointer of Bl points to Bw and the far left pointer
of Br points to Bu. Thus, we can ﬁnd v’s insertion place in O(1) time.
3. The parallel algorithm for proper interval graphs
Let G be the input graph. Since we compute the connected components of G and apply the algorithm to every
connected component, as discussed below, we assume that G is connected throughout. The algorithm decides whether
G is a proper interval graph by repeatedly merging pairs of contigs in parallel, where each contig corresponds to a
connected induced subgraph of G. The merging continues until the contig of G is constructed or some connected
induced subgraph of G is not a proper interval graph, in which case the algorithm rejects because G is not a proper
interval graph.We later present the procedureMerge, which merges the contigs of two vertex-disjoint connected proper
interval graphs such that there is at least one edge between them; if the merged graph is not a proper interval graph,
then Merge rejects.
Initially, every vertex v of G is a contig of itself, i.e., the proper interval graph with single vertex v. The algorithm
computes a spanning tree T of G and then changes T into a binary tree T ′ with some duplicate vertices, unless T is
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already binary. The algorithm applies tree contraction (described below) to T ′ and uses the sequence of operations of
this contraction to decide which pairs of contigs to merge. In other words, the tree contraction provides an efﬁcient
way to schedule the merges.
We use the following standard parallel algorithms as subroutines. We compute the connected components of G and
a spanning tree of each component in O(log1.5 n) time with O(m + n) processors on the EREW PRAM [17]. We root
T at a given vertex r (every vertex determines its parent when r is the root of T) in O(log n) time with O(n/ log n)
processors on the EREW PRAM [16]. We transform T into a tree T ′ in which every vertex has at most two children, as
follows. Every vertex u with children v1, . . . , vk, k > 2, is replaced with a (height) balanced binary tree where the root
is u, the leaves are v1, . . . , vk , and the other vertices are duplicates of u. This transformation requires O(log n) time
with O(n/ log n) processors on the EREW PRAM [16, pp. 126–127]. We will later explain how the duplicate vertices
change the graph G.
Let L be a linked list with n elements, which are stored in an array in an arbitrary order. The list ranking problem
is to compute every element’s rank in L, which is its distance from the end of L. Now assume every element of L is a
number. The parallel preﬁx problem is to compute all preﬁx sums of L, that is, assign the sum of the ﬁrst i elements to
the ith element in L. Both problems can be solved in O(log n) time with O(n/ log n) processors on the EREW PRAM
using pointer jumping [5,16]. The list L can be sorted in O(log n) time with O(n) processors on the EREW PRAM
using parallel merge-sort [16]. Alternatively, we may use parallel integer sorting [13].
The tree contraction technique introduced by Miller and Reif [22] reduces T ′ to a single vertex using two operations.
The RAKE operation removes every leaf from T ′. We can reduce T ′ to a single vertex by applying RAKE repeatedly,
but (n) applications may be necessary if T ′ has long chains. A chain is a sequence of vertices v1, . . . , vk such that
each vi’s only child is vi+1 and vk’s only child is not a leaf. In every chain with k > 2, the COMPRESS operation
identiﬁes vi and vi+1 for every i odd and 1 i < k. Thus, each COMPRESS halves the length of each maximal chain
with at least two vertices. Miller and Reif show that by alternating RAKE and COMPRESS operations, the tree T ′ is
reduced to a single vertex in O(log n) time with O(n) processors on the CRCW PRAM.
Our application of tree contraction differs from [22] in two minor ways. First, when the number of children of a
vertex is unbounded [22] uses concurrent writes to detect when a vertex has no children or exactly one child. Since our
tree T ′ is a binary tree, we do not need concurrent writes and thus our tree contraction runs on the CREW PRAM with
the same time and processor bounds. Second, before each COMPRESS, we use list ranking to compute the parity of
every vertex on a maximal chain of T ′. This increases the running time of tree contraction to O(log2 n), but it simpliﬁes
our algorithm and does not increase its asymptotic running time, which is O(log2 n).
3.1. The algorithm
Input: A connected graph G.
Output: A contig of G or a rejection if G is not a proper interval graph.
1. Find a spanning tree T of G. Root T at a vertex with degree at least two.
2. Transform T into a tree T ′ in which every vertex has at most two children as follows. For every vertex u with
children v1, . . . , vk, k > 2, do the following.
a. Replace u, v1, . . . , vk with a (height) balanced binary tree where the root is u, the leaves are v1, . . . , vk , and
the other vertices are duplicates of u.
b. Label every duplicate of u with a pointer to the original vertex u. (The labels are used to recognize that a vertex
is a duplicate and to ﬁnd the original vertex in O(1) time, as discussed in the next subsection.)
3. Apply tree contraction to T ′ and use the sequence of its operations to decide which contigs to merge, as follows.
a. When RAKE removes a leaf x with parent p(x) in T ′, apply Merge to the contigs corresponding to x and p(x).
Let x′ be the resulting contig. If p(x) had another child y that was a leaf in T ′, then apply Merge to the contigs
corresponding to x′ and y.
b. When COMPRESS identiﬁes two vertices in a chain of T ′, apply Merge to the contigs corresponding to the
two vertices. Before each COMPRESS, use list ranking to compute the parity of every vertex on a maximal
chain of T ′.
Since T has n vertices and n − 1 edges, T ′ has less than 2n vertices, including duplicate vertices. Tree con-
traction reduces T ′ to a single vertex with O(log n) steps, where each step is an application of RAKE and
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an application of COMPRESS [22]. Each step requires list ranking, which runs in O(log n) time, and a number of
parallel calls to Merge, which runs in O(log n) time, as we will show. The number of processors is discussed in the next
subsection.
3.2. Technical details
A contig, say A, is represented by the following data structure. The vertex list is a linked list of GA’s vertices
such that vertices in the same block appear consecutively in the list. Each block Ai has a representative vertex,
the ﬁrst vertex of Ai in the vertex list, which stores the size of Ai , the far pointers of Ai , and a pointer to the
representative vertex of the next block Ai+1. Each vertex in the vertex list is labeled with the name of its contig and
the index of its block in that contig. (Note that these labels can readily be obtained from the vertex list using pointer
jumping.)
The duplicate vertices are added to the original graph G to form the graph G′. For every original vertex v of
G, the duplicates of v (if there are any) are pairwise adjacent in G′ and each duplicate of v is adjacent to every
vertex of G adjacent to v. Therefore, v and every duplicate of v have the same closed neighborhood in G′, namely,
NG[v] ∪ {duplicates of v}. It follows that G is a proper interval graph if and only if G′ is a proper interval graph.
Moreover, if G′ is a proper interval graph, then v and all duplicates of v are contained in the same block of the contig
of G′. Also, T ′ is a spanning tree of G′. Note that the algorithm does not create any edges when it creates duplicate
vertices. Instead, each duplicate vertex is labeled with a pointer to the original vertex.
Throughout the algorithm, there is one processor for each original or duplicate vertex and two processors for each
edge, so there are less than 2m + 2n processors in all. In other words, each original vertex v has degree(v) + 1
processors and each duplicate vertex has 1 processor.
Before each set of parallel calls to Merge, each original vertex u uses degree(u) processors to sort its neighbors
by contig name, so that the neighbors in the same contig appear consecutively. (Parallel merge-sort sorts k elements in
O(log k) time with k processors on the EREW PRAM [16].) After list ranking is applied to u’s sorted list of neighbors,
the list is stored in an array Au. This array is used as follows.
In the procedure Merge, sometimes a vertex v must obtain a list of those neighbors of v contained in some set S,
which always contains vertices from a single contig C. If v is an original vertex, then v can use degree(v) processors
to decide which neighbors are in S, label neighbors in S with 1 and neighbors not in S with 0, and sort the neighbors
according to their labels. If v is a duplicate vertex, then v ﬁnds the original vertex v′ and uses the array Av′ to ﬁnd the
neighbors of v′ in C; for example, v uses binary search to ﬁnd the ﬁrst neighbor of v′ in C. Then v uses the processors
associated with these neighbors in the same way as above. Once v obtains the list of its neighbors in S, the neighbors
in this list can be sorted by block index, where the index is with respect to the contig C.
Recall that throughout the algorithm, the current set of contigs forms a partition of the vertex set of G, that is, every
vertex is always in exactly one contig. However, if there are several duplicates of the same vertex in a given contig, each
duplicate will require the same list of neighbors, as will be evident when Merge is presented. We avoid this difﬁculty
as follows.After Merge successfully merges two contigs into one contigC, it deletes duplicate vertices fromC, so that
C contains at most one copy of any vertex. (If C contains an original vertex v, then all duplicates of v in C are deleted,
and if C contains only duplicates of an original vertex v, then all but one of these duplicates is deleted.) This deletion
of duplicates implies that when the algorithm constructs the contig of G, the contig contains no duplicate vertices. The
deletion is done by the procedure Verify, which is called at the end of Merge.
Since there are no concurrent writes, the algorithm runs on the CREW PRAM. Thus, after proving the correctness
and complexity of Merge, we will have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Let G be a graph. If G is a proper interval graph, then the parallel algorithm computes a straight
enumeration of G, and otherwise, the algorithm rejects. The algorithm runs in O(log2 n) time with O(m+n) processors
on the CREW PRAM.
3.3. Merging two contigs
In this subsection,wedescribeMerge(A,B),whose input is contigsA=(A1, A2, . . . , As) andB=(B1, B2, . . . , Bt ).
Let VA and VB be the vertex sets of the proper interval graphs GA and GB corresponding toA and B, respectively.
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We assume that there is at least one edge between a vertex of GA and a vertex of GB and that GA and GB are
connected and vertex-disjoint, where an original vertex and its duplicate vertices (described in the previous subsection)
are considered distinct. It is possible that the only edge between GA and GB is between duplicates of the same vertex.
Merge either constructs the contig for the merged graphGA∪GB or rejects becauseGA∪GB is not a proper interval
graph. We will show that Merge runs in O(log n) time and the total number of processors is O(m+ n), as discussed in
Section 3.2.
We ﬁrst present the procedure Scan(A,B), which is called by Merge. If s3 and t = 1, then Merge exchangesA
andB before calling Scan and thus we may assume we do not have this case. For each vertex u ∈ VA with neighbors
in VB, Scan ﬁnds u’s set of adjacent blocks inB and then ﬁnds u’s unique insertion place if u were inserted intoBwith
the DHH algorithm, which is described at the end of Section 2. This insertion place is indicated by key(u) as follows.
If u is inserted into block Bi , then key(u)= i. If u is inserted between Bi and Bi+1, then key(u)= i + 12 . If u is inserted
before B1 or after Bt , then key(u) = 12 or key(u) = t + 12 , respectively.
We make two remarks. First, if t = 1 and u is not inserted into B1, then the DHH algorithm inserts u to the left of B1
and thus Scan assigns 12 to key(u). Second, if u has no neighbors in VB, then the DHH algorithm cannot insert u into
B. This case is analyzed in the following lemma.
A block of A is saturated (with respect to B) if it contains at least one vertex which has a neighbor in VB and
unsaturated if none of its vertices has a neighbor in VB; it is totally saturated if every vertex has a neighbor in
VB and partially saturated if it is saturated but not totally saturated. We make the analogous deﬁnitions for a block
of B.
Lemma 8. If GA ∪ GB is a proper interval graph with contig C, then the following hold:
1. If u ∈ VA has no neighbor in VB, then u<Cv for all v ∈ VB, or v<Cu for all v ∈ VB.
2. If A1 is partially saturated and s = 1, then u<Cv for all u ∈ VA, v ∈ VB or vice versa.
3. If Ai , 1< i < s, is saturated, then Ai−1 or Ai+1 is totally saturated.
4. Let Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , Aij , i1 < i2 < · · ·< ij , be the saturated blocks of A. Then Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , Aij are consecutive in
A, and furthermore, if j3, then every block in Ai2 , . . . , Aij−1 is totally saturated.
Proof.
1. If the claim does not hold, then the connectivity of GB and the umbrella property imply that u has a neighbor in
VB, a contradiction.
2. Let u ∈ A1 be a vertex with no neighbor in VB. By part 1, either u<Cv for all v ∈ VB or v<Cu for all v ∈ VB.
Assume the ﬁrst case holds; the second case is symmetric. Then for any vertex u′ ∈ A1, u′<Cv for all v ∈ VB, or
else the umbrella property implies that u is adjacent to a vertex of VB, a contradiction.
3. Assume that Ai is saturated but neither Ai−1 nor Ai+1 is totally saturated. Let u1, u2, u3 be any vertices of
Ai−1, Ai, Ai+1, respectively, such that u2 has a neighbor in VB but neither u1 nor u3 has a neighbor in VB.
By Corollary 6, u1<Cu2<Cu3 or u1>Cu2>Cu3. Assume the ﬁrst case holds; the second case is symmetric.
If v<Cu1 for all v ∈ VB or u3<Cv for all v ∈ VB, then the umbrella property implies that u1 or u3 has a
neighbor in VB, respectively, a contradiction. Then by part 1, u1<Cv<Cu3 for all v ∈ VB. Since u1<Cu2<Cu3
and u2 is adjacent to u1 and u3, the umbrella property implies that either u1 or u3 has a neighbor in VB, a
contradiction.
4. It sufﬁces to show that for every j1 <j2 <j3, if Aj1 and Aj3 are saturated, then Aj2 is totally saturated. Let
u1, u2, u3 be any vertices of Aj1 , Aj2 , Aj3 , respectively, such that u1 and u3 have at least one neighbor in VB and
u2 has no neighbor in VB. By Corollary 6, u1<Cu2<Cu3 or u1>Cu2>Cu3. By part 1, either u2<Cv for all v ∈ VB
or v<Cu2 for all v ∈ VB. Since u1 and u3 each have a neighbor in VB, the umbrella property implies that u2 has
a neighbor in VB, a contradiction. 
In step 1, Scan computes key(u) for every u ∈ VA with a neighbor in VB; it rejects if u and u’s set of adjacent blocks
in B do not satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3. In step 2 and step 3, Scan computes key(u) for every u ∈ VA with
no neighbor in VB; it rejects if the blocks ofA do not satisfy the conditions in Lemma 8.3 and 8.4. In step 4, Scan
computes key(v) for every v ∈ VB, which is simply the index of the B block containing v. In step 5, for every vertex
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x ∈ VA ∪ VB, Scan computes left(x) and right(x), which are the number of neighbors y ∈ VA ∪ VB of x such that
key(y)< key(x) and key(x)< key(y), respectively.
Scan(A,B)
Input: The contigsA= (A1, A2, . . . , As) and B= (B1, B2, . . . , Bt ).
Output: For every vertex v ∈ VA ∪ VB, key(v), left(v), and right(v), or a rejection.
1. [Compute key for VA.] For every vertex u ∈ VA in parallel:
a. [Find adjacent blocks.] Find u’s neighbors in VB and sort these neighbors by block index. If u has no neighbor
in VB, then go to step 2. Find the ﬁrst block Bj and last block Bk adjacent to u by examining the ﬁrst and last
vertex in u’s sorted list. If j = k and Bj is not an end-block of B, then reject.
b. [Test for gaps in j, j + 1, . . . , k.] For every consecutive pair v and v′ in u’s sorted list, if v and v′ are in Bi and
Bi′ , respectively, and i′ − i > 1, then reject.
c. [Test adjacent blocks.] For every j ik in parallel, label Bi as fully adjacent, partially adjacent, or non-
adjacent to u by using list ranking to count the number of Bi’s vertices in u’s sorted list and comparing this
count to Bi’s size. For every j < i < k in parallel, if Bi is not fully adjacent to u, then reject. Label u with (j, k).
d. [Find key(u).] Find the number key(u) that indicates u’s unique insertion place if u were inserted in B with
the DHH algorithm (described in Section 2.2) as follows. If u is inserted into block Bi , then key(u) = i. If u is
inserted between Biand Bi+1, then key(u) = i + 12 . If u is inserted before B1 or after Bt , then key(u) = 12 or
key(u) = t + 12 , respectively. Mark u.
2. [Find unsaturated blocks ofA.] For each Ai in parallel, label Ai as totally saturated, partially saturated, or unsat-
urated by using parallel preﬁx to count the number of marked vertices of Ai (interpreting a marked vertex as 1 and
an unmarked vertex as 0) and comparing this count to Ai’s size.
Find the ﬁrst saturated block Ap by using parallel preﬁx to count the number of saturated blocks in A1, A2, . . . , Aj
for every j. Find the last saturated blockAq analogously. If 1<p=q < s, then reject. For everyp< i <q in parallel,
if Ai is not totally saturated, then reject.
3. [Compute key for VA.] For every vertex u ∈ VA in parallel, if u has no neighbor in VB, then do the following.
If s = 1, then assign key(u) ← 0.
If s3 and p = q = 1, then assign key(u) ← t + 1.
If s3 and p = q = s, then assign key(u) ← 0.
If s3 and p<q, then do the following. Let u ∈ Ai . If 1 ip, then assign key(u) ← 0. If q is, then assign
key(u) ← t + 1.
4. [Compute key for VB.] For every vertex v ∈ VB in parallel, if v ∈ Bj , then assign key(v) ← j .
5. [Compute left, right.]For every vertex x ∈ VA ∪ VB, compute left(x) and right(x), as deﬁned above, by ﬁnding
the appropriate neighbors of x and then applying list ranking to count those neighbors.
Step 1 uses list ranking and parallel merge-sort, which runs in O(log n) time with one processor per vertex [16].
Step 2 uses parallel preﬁx, step 3 and step 4 run in O(1) time, and step 5 uses list ranking. Thus, Scan runs in
O(log n) time and the total number of processors is O(m + n), as discussed in Section 3.2. There are no concurrent
writes.
We now present Merge(A,B), where A and B are as deﬁned above. This procedure can be viewed as a par-
allel version of the incremental algorithm used by the DHH algorithm in Section 2.2. Merge sorts the vertices
of VA ∪ VB according to a rule that decides the relative order (<rule or >rule or =rule) of two vertices by com-
paring their key, left, right values in O(1) time. We will show that if GA ∪ GB is a proper interval graph, then
this rule deﬁnes a weak linear ordering on VA ∪ VB that speciﬁes the contig of GA ∪
GB.
In step 2,Merge calls Scan to compute the key, left, right values of the vertices of VA∪VB. In step 3,Merge veriﬁes
that the key ordering is a reﬁnement of theA ordering for VA, as required by Corollary 6. In step 4, Merge veriﬁes that
the rule is consistent onVA∪VB, which is necessary for a sorting algorithm to operate. In step 5,Merge sortsVA∪VB.
In step 6, Merge changes the sorted list L into a pseudo-contig, which is an ordered partition C= (C1, C2, . . . , Cr) of
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the vertex set; each Ci is a pseudo-block. A pseudo-contig may or may not be a contig and each Ci may or may not be
a block. In step 7, Merge calls Verify(C), which either veriﬁes that C is the contig of GA ∪ GB or rejects.
Merge(A,B)
Input: The contigsA= (A1, A2, . . . , As) and B= (B1, B2, . . . , Bt ) of GA and GB.
Output: The contig of the merged graph GA ∪ GB or a rejection.
1. If s3 and t = 1, then exchangeA andB. Do steps 2–7 and if some step rejects, then reverseB and repeat steps
2–7.
2. Call Scan(A,B).
3. [Test ordering.] If for some u, u′ ∈ VA, u<Au′ and key(u)> key(u′), then reject. Test this as follows. For each
Ai in parallel, ﬁnd the minimum and maximum key of a vertex of Ai by sorting Ai by key. For each 1 i < s in
parallel, if max(Ai)>min(Ai+1), then reject.
4. [Test ordering.] If for some u, u′ ∈ VA and v ∈ VB, u<Au′ and according to the rule below, u=rulev and u′=rulev,
then reject.
If key(x)< key(y), then x<ruley. If key(x) = key(y), then do the following. If x, y ∈ VA and x<Ay, then
x<ruley, and otherwise, do the following.
Case 1: left(x)> left(y). If right(x)right(y), then x<ruley, and otherwise, reject.
Case 2: left(x) = left(y). If right(x)< right(y), then x<ruley. If right(x) = right(y), then x=ruley.
Test this as follows. For each v ∈ VB in parallel, do the following. Find v’s neighbors u such that u ∈ VA and
u=rulev and sort these neighbors by block index. If the ﬁrst and last vertices in v’s sorted list are in different blocks
ofA, then reject.
5. [Sort.] Sort VA ∪ VB according to the rule above and let L be the sorted list.
6. [Create C.] Create pseudo-contig C with vertex list L. Mark every vertex v such that v is the ﬁrst vertex of
L or u<rulev for v’s predecessor u in L. Every marked vertex is the beginning of a pseudo-block. For every
pseudo-block C, compute the size of C using list ranking and label the vertices of C with C’s name; the far
pointers of C are computed by Verify. Compute a pointer from every marked vertex to the next marked vertex
in L.
7. [Test C.] Call Verify(C) to test whether C is a contig of GA ∪ GB.
The tests in steps 3 and 4 are implemented correctly for the following reasons. In step 3, there exist u, u′ ∈ VA such
that u<Au′ and key(u)> key(u′) if and only if there exists i such that max(Ai)>min(Ai+1). In step 4, recall that for
any u ∈ VA and v ∈ VB, key(u)= key(v) if and only if the DHH algorithm inserts u into v’s block, which occurs only
if u is adjacent to v. Therefore, it sufﬁces to examine the neighbors of each v ∈ VB.
We have shown that Scan runs in O(log n) time and we will show that Verify has the same complexity. Steps 3–5
use parallel merge-sort, which runs in O(log n) time with one processor per vertex [16]. Step 6 uses list ranking. Thus,
Merge runs in O(log n) time and the total number of processors is O(m+ n), as discussed in Section 3.2. There are no
concurrent writes.
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a proper interval graph. The key of u, v,w and x, y, z is 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Then Merge computes the contig C= ({u, x}, {v, y}, {w, z}).
Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a proper interval graph. The key of u, v,w and x, y, z is 0, 1, 1 and 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Then left(v)> left(w) and thus v<rulew. Then Merge computes the contig C= ({u}, {v}, {w, x}, {y}, {z}).
A:
B: yx
u
z
 
Fig. 1. An example.
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Fig. 3. An example.
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Fig. 4. An example.
Example 3. Fig. 3 shows a graph that is not a proper interval graph because (y, t, u, z) is a chordless cycle. The
key of x, y, z and s, t, u, v,w is 0, 1, 312 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. Then Merge computes the pseudo-contig
C = ({x}, {y}, {s}, {t}, {u}, {z}, {v}, {w}).Then Verify(C) rejects because, for instance, y is adjacent to z but y is not
adjacent to u.
This example shows that it is possible that GA ∪ GB is not a proper interval graph and yet Merge sorts VA ∪ VB
without rejecting.
Example 4. Fig. 4 shows a proper interval graph, where s=4 and t=1. IfA andB are not exchanged, then every vertex
has key = 1 and left = right = 0. Then v=rulew, v=rulex, v=ruley, v=rulez and Merge computes C= ({v,w, x, y, z}),
which is not the contig of the graph.
This example shows that Merge must exchangeA and B when s3 and t = 1, or else the rule may not deﬁne a
weak linear ordering.
We will prove correctness after proving a simple result. For a vertex v and a subgraph K, let NK(v) be the set of
neighbors of v that are contained in K.
Lemma 9. If H is a proper interval graph, then for any clique K and any adjacent vertices v, v′ /∈K ,NK(v) ⊆ NK(v′)
or vice versa.
Proof. Suppose that NK(v)NK(v′) and NK(v′)NK(v). Then there exist vertices u, u′ ∈ K such that u ∈ NK(v)−
NK(v
′) and u′ ∈ NK(v′)−NK(v). Then (u, v, v′, u′) is a chordless cycle of H and thus H is not chordal, a contradiction.

We now prove the correctness of Merge(A,B) assuming the correctness of Verify(C), which is presented in the
next subsection.
Theorem 10. Let A and B be contigs such that GA and GB are connected proper interval graphs and GA ∪ GB
is connected. If GA ∪ GB is not a proper interval graph, then Merge(A,B) rejects, and otherwise, Merge(A,B)
computes the contig of GA ∪ GB.
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Fig. 5. Proof that the rule deﬁnes a weak linear ordering.
Proof. Suppose GA ∪ GB is not a proper interval graph. By Theorem 1, GA ∪ GB has no contig. Then ei-
ther Merge(A,B) rejects or Merge(A,B) computes C, in which case Verify(C) rejects when it tests C. Thus,
Merge(A,B) rejects in either case.
Suppose GA ∪GB is a proper interval graph with contig C. LetA= (A1, A2, . . . , As) andB= (B1, B2, . . . , Bt ).
By Corollary 6, C restricted to GA and GB is a reﬁnement of A and B, respectively. This means the weak linear
order C is consistent withA,B orA,BR orAR,B orAR,BR , where the superscript indicates reversal. Assume C
is consistent withA,B because if C is consistent only withAR , then s3 and we continue the argument with CR ,
and if C is consistent only with BR , then we continue the argument with BR . (Recall that Merge(A,B) attempts to
build the contig C ﬁrst withA,B and then withA,BR .) By Lemma 8(2), if A1 is partially saturated and s = 1, then
u<Cv for all u ∈ VA, v ∈ VB or vice versa; assume the ﬁrst case holds because if the second case holds, we continue
the argument with CR . These assumptions imply the following facts, which will be used later on.
Fact 1: For any u ∈ VA and v ∈ VB, if key(u)< key(v), then u<Cv, and if u<Cv, then key(u)key(v).
Fact 2: For any 0<j < t + 1, K = {u ∈ VA | key(u) = j} is a clique.
We ﬁrst prove Fact 1. Note that the ﬁrst part implies the second part. By Theorem 1, C is unique, up to reversing the
order of the blocks. Then C can be constructed by using the DHH algorithm to arbitrarily insert the vertices ofA one
by one intoB, provided the inserted vertex always has a neighbor inB; after each vertex is inserted, the DHH algorithm
reﬁnes the contig by splitting at most two blocks. If u has a neighbor in VB, then u can be the ﬁrst vertex inserted,
which means that if key(u)< key(v), then u<Cv. If u has no neighbor in VB, then by step 3 of Scan, key(u) = 0 or
key(u) = t + 1. Then key(u)< key(v) implies key(u) = 0 and since C is consistent withA, Lemma 8(1) implies that
u<Cv. Notice that the symmetric argument proves the vice versa version of Fact 1.
We now prove Fact 2. If s = 1, then VA is a clique and the claim holds, so assume s3. Then t3 by step 1 of
Merge.We claim that for any distinct u, u′ ∈ K , u is adjacent to u′. If u=Au′, then the claim holds, so assume u<Au′.
Then u<Cu′ because C is consistent withA. Since t3, there is some block Bk such that 0< |j − k|1. (If j is an
integer, then k is j − 1 or j + 1, and otherwise, k is j or j.) Assume j < k; the other case is symmetric. By the
DHH algorithm and 0<j < t + 1, u is adjacent to some v ∈ Bk . By Fact 1, u<Cu′<Cv and by the umbrella property,
u is adjacent to u′. Therefore, K is a clique.
We next show that Merge does not reject. By Lemmas 3 and 8, Scan does not reject because GA ∪ GB is a proper
interval graph. Consider step 3 of Merge.We will show that for any u, u′ ∈ VA, u<Au′ implies key(u)key(u′). Case
1: u or u′ has no neighbor in VB. By step 3 of Scan, vertices of VA with no neighbor in VB are assigned 0 or t + 1
as their key, and in particular, vertices in the “left end” ofA are assigned 0 and vertices in the “right end” ofA are
assigned t +1. It follows that key(u)< key(u′). Case 2: u and u′ each have a neighbor in VB. Suppose key(u′)< key(u).
Then there is an integer 1 i t such that key(u′)< ikey(u) or key(u′) i < key(u). Assume the ﬁrst case holds; the
second case is symmetric. Suppose we use the DHH algorithm to insert ﬁrst u and then u′ into GB. Then u is inserted
in Bi or to the right of Bi . By Fact 1, u′<Cv for any v ∈ Bi . Then by the discussion proving Fact 1, u′ is inserted to the
left of anyv ∈ Bi and thus u′<Cu. But since C is consistent withA, u<Cu′, a contradiction. Hence, key(u)key(u′)
and step 3 of Merge does not reject.
Consider step 4 of Merge. We will show that the rule deﬁnes a weak linear order on VA ∪ VB. Because of the
way the key values are assigned, it sufﬁces to show that for any x, y ∈ VA and v ∈ VB such that x<Ay, it is
not true that x=rulev and y=rulev. Suppose otherwise. Then key(x) = key(y) = key(v) and left(x) = left(y) = left(v)
and right(x) = right(y) = right(v). By Fact 2, x and y are adjacent. Since x<Ay, there is a vertex w ∈ VA that is
adjacent to x and not y (or vice versa, which is the symmetric case). By the umbrella property, w<Ax<Ay (Fig. 5).
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Since C is consistent with A, w<Cy. Then by Fact 1, key(w)key(y) and by Fact 2, key(w)< key(y). Now since
key(x) = key(y) = key(v), if the DHH algorithm inserted x or y into GB, it would place them in the same block of B
as v, which implies x, y, and v have the same neighbors in VB. It follows that every vertex of VB contributes equally
to the left and right values of x, y, and v. Consider VA. Let Lx be the set of blocks ofA to the left of x’s block. By
the umbrella property, x’s block is adjacent to more blocks of Lx than y’s block. Since Merge did not reject in step 3,
the key ordering is a reﬁnement of theA ordering for VA, which implies that left(x)> left(y), a contradiction. Hence,
the rule deﬁnes a weak linear order on VA ∪ VB.
Suppose step 4 or 5 of Merge rejects because for some x, y ∈ VA ∪ VB, key(x) = key(y) and left(x)> left(y) and
right(x)> right(y). Then x and y have different neighbors in VA ∪VB and thus x<Cy or x>Cy. Assume the ﬁrst case
holds; the second case is symmetric. Let Ry = {z ∈ VA ∪ VB | y<Cz}. Partition VA ∪ VB into V<, V=, V>, which
contain the vertices with key less than, equal to, greater than key(y), respectively. By Fact 1, z<Cy<Cz′ for all z ∈ V<
and z′ ∈ V>. Therefore, Ry = (Ry ∩ V=) ∪ V>. Now by Fact 2, x and y are adjacent to every vertex in V=, and since
right(x)> right(y), x is adjacent to more vertices of V> than y. It follows that x is adjacent to more vertices of Ry than
y. But since x<Cy, the umbrella property does not hold in C, a contradiction. We conclude that Merge does not reject.
Since the rule deﬁnes a weak linear ordering on VA ∪ VB, the vertices can be sorted according to the rule and thus
Merge computes some pseudo-contig. In the rest of the proof, we show that Merge computes C. Consider any distinct
x, y ∈ VA ∪ VB. It sufﬁces to show that if x=Cy, then x=ruley, and if x<Cy, then x<ruley.
Suppose x=Cy. Then x and y have the same neighbors in VA and in VB. If x, y ∈ VA, then x=Ay, key(x)=key(y),
left(x) = left(y), and right(x) = right(y), which implies x=ruley. If x, y ∈ VB, we have the analogous argument.
If x ∈ VA and y ∈ VB, then since x and the vertices in Bkey(y) have the same neighbors in VB, key(x) = key(y).
Moreover, left(x) = left(y) and right(x) = right(y), which implies x=ruley.
Suppose x<Cy. As above, there are three main cases.
Case 1: x, y ∈ VA. Since C is consistent withA, xAy. Suppose x<Ay. Since Merge did not reject in step 3,
key(x)< key(y) or key(x) = key(y) and in either case, x<ruley. Suppose x=Ay. Since x and y are not in the same
block of C, there exists a vertex w ∈ VB adjacent to x and not y (or vice versa, which is the symmetric case). By the
umbrella property, w<Cx<Cy. By Fact 1, key(w)key(x) and key(w)key(y) (Fig. 6). By the umbrella property,
since x is adjacent to w, Bkey(x) is adjacent to Bkey(w), and since y is not adjacent to w, key(x)< key(y). Thus,
key(x)key(y). If key(x)< key(y), then x<ruley, so assume key(x) = key(y). Since x and y have different neighbors
in VB, key(x) is not an integer and thus key(w)< key(x).
We will show that left(x)> left(y). Since x=Ay, every vertex of VA contributes equally to left(x) and left(y).
Consider VB. Let Bi be any block with i < key(x). By the umbrella property, if i < key(w), then y is not adjacent to Bi ,
and if i > key(w), then x is fully adjacent to Bi . Lastly, consider Bkey(w). By Lemma 9, NBkey(w) (x) ⊃ NBkey(w) (y),
which implies left(x)> left(y). Hence, x<ruley.
Case 2: x, y ∈ VB. Since C is consistent with B, xBy. If x<By, then key(x)< key(y) and thus x<ruley, so
assume x=By. Then key(x) = key(y). Since x and y are not in the same block of C, there exists a vertex w ∈ VA
adjacent to x and not y (or vice versa, which is the symmetric case). By the umbrella property, w<Cx<Cy. By Fact 1,
key(w)key(x). Since w is partially adjacent to Bkey(x), key(w)< key(x).
We will show that left(x)> left(y). Since x=By, every vertex of VB contributes equally to left(x) and left(y).
Consider VA. Let u ∈ VA be any vertex with key(u)< key(x). Let Bi be the leftmost block of B that is adjacent to
Bkey(x) (Fig. 7). By the umbrella property, if key(u) i − 1, then u is not adjacent to Bkey(x), and if key(u) i, then u
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is fully adjacent to Bkey(x). In either case, u contributes equally to left(x) and left(y). Lastly, consider K = {u ∈ VA |
key(u)= i − 12 }. By Fact 2, K is a clique. Since w is partially adjacent to Bkey(x), w ∈ K . Then by Lemma 9, NK(x) ⊃
NK(y), which implies left(x)> left(y). Hence, x<ruley. (If key(x) = 1, then i = 1 and the statements above remain
true.)
Case 3: x ∈ VA and y ∈ VB. This is the most complicated case. By Fact 1 and x<Cy, key(x)key(y). If
key(x)< key(y), then x<ruley, so assume key(x) = key(y). Then x and y have the same neighbors in VB. Since x
and y are not in the same block of C, there is a vertex w ∈ VA adjacent to x and not y, or vice versa. We will
show that left(x)> left(y) or right(x)< right(y). Since every vertex of VB contributes equally to left(x), left(y) and to
right(x), right(y), we consider only VA.
Case 3a: w is adjacent to x and not y. By the umbrella property, w<Cx<Cy. Since C is consistent withA, wAx.
(Fig. 8 shows w<Ax.) By Fact 1, key(w)key(x). Since w is not fully adjacent to Bkey(x), key(w)< key(x).
We will show that left(x)> left(y). Let u ∈ VA be any vertex. Whether or not key(w) is an integer, the umbrella
property implies that if key(u)< key(w), then u is not adjacent to y. If key(w)< key(u)< key(x), then wAuAx,
or else Merge would have rejected in step 3. Then u is adjacent to x by the umbrella property. Lastly, consider
K = {u ∈ VA | key(u) = key(w)}. If w has a neighbor in VB, then 0< key(w)< t + 1 and by Fact 2, K is a clique.
Then by Lemma 9, NK(x) ⊃ NK(y), which implies left(x)> left(y). If w has no neighbor in VB, then key(w)= 0 and
thus no vertex of K is adjacent to y, which implies left(x)> left(y). Hence, x<ruley. (If key(x) = 1, then key(w) 12
and the statements above remain true.)
Case 3b: w is adjacent to y and not x. By the umbrella property, x<Cy<Cw. Since C is consistent withA and x and
w are in different blocks ofA, x<Aw. Then s3, which implies t3. Let Bj be the rightmost block of B adjacent
to Bkey(x) (Fig. 9). Since Merge did not reject in step 3, key(x)key(w). By Fact 2, key(x)< key(w).
We will show that right(x)< right(y). Let u ∈ VA be any vertex with key(u)> key(x). If key(u)> key(w), then
because Merge did not reject in step 3, uAw and thus u is not adjacent to x. Suppose key(u)key(w). By the
umbrella property, key(w)j + 12 . If key(w)j , then u is adjacent to y by the umbrella property and it follows
that right(x)< right(y), so assume key(w) = j + 12 . By the umbrella property, if key(u)j , then u is adjacent to
y. Lastly, consider K = {u ∈ VA | key(u) = j + 12 }. By Fact 2, K is a clique. By Lemma 9, NK(x) ⊂ NK(y),
which implies right(x)< right(y). Hence, x<ruley. (If key(x) = t , then j = t and the statements above remain
true.) 
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3.4. Verifying a contig
In this subsection, we describe procedureVerify(C), whose input is a pseudo-contigC=(C1, C2, . . . , Cr).Verify(C)
rejects if and only if C is not a contig. In step 1, Verify tests whether every vertex’s closed neighborhood consists of
a contiguous sequence of pseudo-blocks. In step 2, Verify ﬁnds each pseudo-block’s far pointers, which were not
computed by Merge. In step 3,Verify tests whether any pseudo-block is a proper subset of a block, which means some
block is split into several pseudo-blocks. This is true if and only if two pseudo-blocks have the same set of adjacent
pseudo-blocks, i.e., the same far pointers.
Verify(C)
Input: The pseudo-contig C= (C1, C2, . . . , Cr).
Output: The contig C= (C1, C2, . . . , Cr) or a rejection.
1. [Test closed neighborhoods.] For every vertex x ∈ VC in parallel:
a. [Find adjacent pseudo-blocks.] Find x’s neighbors in VC; for this step only, deﬁne x to be a neighbor of itself.
Sort these neighbors by block index. Find the ﬁrst pseudo-block Cj and last pseudo-block Ck adjacent to x by
examining the ﬁrst and last vertex in x’s sorted list.
b. [Test for gaps in j, j + 1, . . . , k.] For every consecutive pair y and y′ in x’s sorted list, if y and y′ are in Ci and
Ci′ , respectively, and i′ − i > 1, then reject.
c. [Test adjacent pseudo-blocks.] For each j ik in parallel, use list ranking to count the number numi of Ci’s
vertices in x’s sorted list, and if 0<numi < |Ci |, then reject. Label x with (j, k).
2. [Find far pointers.] For every Ci in parallel, do the following. Choose an arbitrary vertex x ∈ Ci and ﬁnd x’s label
(j, k). Label Ci with (j, k) and make Ci’s left and right far pointers point to Cj and Ck , respectively. If Ci is an
end-block, then nullify the far pointer pointing to Ci .
3. [Test for split blocks.] Sort the pseudo-blocks of C by label. If any two consecutive pseudo-blocks in the sorted list
have the same label, then reject. (At this point, C has been veriﬁed as a contig.)
4. [Delete duplicate vertices.] Sort each block of C by vertex and delete duplicate vertices, so that there is at most one
copy of a vertex in C.
If step 1 does not reject, then the following holds for every x ∈ VC and every Ci : if x ∈ Ci , then x is adjacent to
every vertex in Ci − {x}, and if x /∈Ci , then x is completely adjacent or completely non-adjacent to Ci . This implies
that for every Ci , every two vertices in Ci have the same closed neighborhood and thus the same label, which implies
that step 2 correctly ﬁnds the far pointers of Ci .
Since Verify uses only list ranking and parallel merge-sort, Verify runs in O(log n) time with no concurrent writes.
3.5. Finding an interval representation
Lastly, we show how to ﬁnd an interval representation of G, that is, a set of intervals such that no interval is properly
contained in another and two vertices are adjacent exactly when their intervals intersect. (An interval representation is
needed for algorithms such as [1].) In [8], a straight enumeration of G is deﬁned as a linear ordering  of the vertices
of G such that for every vertex, the vertex and its neighbors are consecutive in . Note that given the contig of G, its
vertex list v1, v2, . . . , vn is a straight enumeration in this sense. Therefore, we can apply the formula from [8] for an
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interval representation of G: vi is associated with interval [i, i +di +1−1/i], where di is the degree of vi . Thus, given
the contig of G and the degrees of the vertices of G, we can ﬁnd an interval representation of G in O(1) time with O(n)
processors.
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